Participants of the TCTELA TEKS Forum can access it through the TCTELA website at tctela.org or by going directly to the forum at community.tctela.org.

Access the forum tctela.org

Access the forum, http://www.tctela.org/about-community/

Read about the forum and click on Join the TEKS ELAR/SLAR conversation.
Your first time at the forum you will ‘Register’. To continue your conversation, you will ‘Sign In’ at community.tctela.org

One-time registration. The user name will be the only information visible to forum members. Click on the ‘keep me signed in’ to quickly go back into the discussion.

Use the Sign In button to return to the discussion.
Email address is used to change your password, receive notification with updates to discussions you select, or messages from forum members.

Username can only contain letters, numbers, underscores, between 3-20 characters. The will be the only public information you provide to the community shared within the forum.

11 demographic questions are collected. These questions started with research TCTELA commissioned Texas A&M University in September 2015. The demographics from the forum will only be used for research on our collaborative work after the forum closes.
Important links in navigating the forum.

External links providing detail and support for the forum. Facebook and Twitter your comments to social media.

Internal navigation links to quickly move to posted categories, discussions, your profile and messaging.

New discussion topics are posted below the blue headers.
Reading new discussions, responding to questions, engaging in social media.

Navigation to where you are in the forum. Each link will allow you to quickly move to other places into the forum.

The top area is an individuals profile area: Notifications, inbox and bookmarks.

Categories, discussions, activities and unanswered questions will have a number next to them in red when action has been taken since the last time you were in the forum.
To create a new discussion under the category you are interested in commenting. Click on the category > New Discussion.
Create a discussion title, write your description, add up to 5 tags or use the preset tags, post discussion or save the draft for later.

Note: The body of the description does not have spell check.